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A Systematic Conformal Finite-Difference
Time-Domain (FDTD) Technique for the Simulation
of Arbitrarily Curved Interfaces Between Dielectrics

Theodoros I. Kosmanis, Student Member, IEEE,and Theodoros D. Tsiboukis, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—A systematic, three-dimensional methodology is pre-
sented in this paper for the finite-difference time-domain modeling
of curved dielectric interfaces. Prism cells, appropriately arranged
around the interface in order to preserve the duality of the overall
lattice, are utilized for the accurate geometrical representation of
the arbitrarily shaped dielectrics. The new scheme is enhanced by
projection coefficients for the connection of field fluxes and field in-
tensities, and appropriately computed effective permittivity values
along the interface between the two media. The minor percentage
of these cells in relation to the classical ones that complete the
computational grid, minimizes the algorithm’s complexity and re-
source requirements. Its efficiency is proved via the analysis of par-
tially filled resonant cavities.

Index Terms—Finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) methods,
microwave devices, resonators.

I. INTRODUCTION

DURING the last decade, various techniques have been pro-
posed in order to extend the applicability of the finite-dif-

ference time-domain (FDTD) method to the numerical anal-
ysis of electromagnetic devices and components consisting of
irregular shapes and curved boundaries [1]. Local conformal
schemes have shown considerable accuracy, demanding limited
computational resources, since they discretize most of the do-
main of interest with the well-known Yee cells. Nevertheless,
the great majority of these schemes deal with perfectly con-
ducting materials [2]–[4], while in a small number of them di-
electric interfaces are studied only in two dimensions [2]. On the
other hand, although global techniques [5], [6] that deal with the
overall grid in a unified way, have the capability of sufficiently
modeling any kind of structure, they entail a great deal of al-
gorithmic complexity and computational resources, and hence,
they could not be characterized as “easy-to-use” tools.

Consequently, the simulation of curved dielectric interfaces
(e.g., dielectric resonators, conformal microstrip filters and an-
tennas) is obtained mainly through the original staircase FDTD
algorithm. The efforts for increasing the accuracy of such prob-
lems has been focused on the introduction of effective permit-
tivities of FDTD cells [7] or edges [8], [9] along the interface,
maintaining the Cartesian structure of the grid. Nevertheless, all
these approaches require, in general, very dense meshes, and
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thus, increased computational resources for sufficient accuracy,
since they are not based on the precise geometric representation
of the curved interface, but on an approximation by means of
orthogonal cells.

This paper introduces an innovative conformal FDTD tech-
nique in three dimensions that, unlike the aforementioned ones,
can systematically treat problems involving arbitrarily shaped
interfaces between dielectric materials. According to the pro-
posed procedure, prism cells are appropriately arranged in the
area around the dielectric curve, whereas the rest of the compu-
tational domain is discretized by means of the orthogonal Yee’s
cells. The update of field components, located at the edges of
prism cells is obtained via the time stepping of the integral form
of Maxwell’s equations. Appropriate projection coefficients re-
late the field fluxes normal to cell faces to field intensities along
the edges, while special permittivity values (derived by linear
interpolation) are introduced for cell faces and edges that inter-
sect the interface. Thus, the new scheme incorporates most of
conformal techniques’ merits, i.e., limited programming com-
plexity and resource requirements. Furthermore, the topological
treatment described above entails no algorithmic instabilities,
since it preserves the duality of the lattice and therefore, it is
ideal for frequency-dependent problems, such as waveguiding
and resonance, that require long time sampling.

II. DIELECTRIC INTERFACEMODELING IN THREEDIMENSIONS

We refer to a general 3-D structure comprising two dielectric
materials, of permittivities and , respectively. The interface
of the two distinct regions is arbitrary in shape, according to
a function, , with , corresponding to the two
dimensions of the structure’s cross section, while no alteration
occurs in the third dimension ().

The accurate simulation of the structure by means of the orig-
inal Yee algorithm (staircase meshing) demands a great deal of
computational resources due to its orthogonal nature. On the
other hand, the already existing 2-D conformal technique has
important deficiencies and is not straightforwardly extendable
to three dimensions.

A. The “Stair-Step” Problem

The initial conformal theory, as proposed in the two dimen-
sions, enforces the alignment of the common edge between two
adjacent orthogonal cells, with the dielectric interface that in-
tersects them. However, inspecting a wider part of the compu-
tational space (not only the restricted area of the two cells), one
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Fig. 1. The “stair-step” appears becauseP is a node of cellC , but not of the
neighboring one,C .

can easily observe the “stair-step” problem, which arises in the
primary grid when the pair of distorted cells moves a row up or
down according to the curve’s slope. As shown in Fig. 1, the
“stair-step” is created by a cell ( ) node ( ), that does not co-
incide with a corresponding node of a neighboring cell (), but
is located along their common edge (). This topological irreg-
ularity causes difficulty in implementing Ampere’s law for the
time update of the electric field component along the common
edge. Therefore, it is enforced to be equal to the electric field
value along the nearest edge (1), since it is necessary for the
time update of the magnetic intensities and .

However, its extension to the three dimensions is not possible
without important alterations in the lattice’s structure. The local
nonorthogonal structure of the primary grid and the existence of
the “stair-steps” result in unorthodox complex dual grid, which
is defined to have its cell vertices located at the barycenters of
the primary cells. The basic topological rule that “each dual (pri-
mary) grid edge must cross only one primary (dual) grid face” is
violated and therefore algorithmic instability [10]—further de-
teriorated by the use of the nearest neighbor extrapolation—is
caused.

B. The Proposed 3-D Locally Conformal Topology

According to Section II-A, for the creation of a stable 3-D
conformal FDTD algorithm, the appropriate elimination of the
“stair-steps” is required. The proposed technique, overcoming
any duality deficiency, is based on the discretization of the
computational space near a dielectric interface, into five-faced
prisms and hexahedrals (primary grid), whereas the rest of
the domain maintains the orthogonal structure of the classic
FDTD lattice. Complementary to the primary grid, the dual
one consists of seven-faced prisms (only near the interface) and
hexahedrals, leading thus, to a topologically correct scheme.

A systematic and straightforward way of forming the cells
near the dielectric interface is clarified in Fig. 2, which depicts
the following procedure.

1) The computational domain is discretized by means of an
orthogonal classic FDTD grid.

2) The primary grid cells close to the interface are deformed
in order to conform to it and better describe it. The “stair-
steps,” now created by cell edges not coinciding with a
corresponding edge of a neighboring cell, are detected.

3) The two primary faces that are responsible for the “stair-
step” formation are moved toward different directions and

Fig. 2. Grid generation procedure and treatment of the “stair-step.” For brevity
the dual grid lines (half cell shifted alongz-direction) are plotted on the same
plane as the primary grid ones.

the corresponding cells are turned from hexahedrals into
five-faced prisms (quadrilaterals into triangles in cross-
section view). Therefore, the “stair-step” problem is over-
come.

4) The dual grid, defined by the barycenters of the primary
cells’ volumes is inserted (-directed dual edges cross the
primary faces at their barycenter).

The mesh generation is completed by the characterization of
various types of cell areas, around the curved interface, that need
special treatment. Specifically, four types of cell areas in the
primary grid can be distinguished according to the slope angle
of the dielectric interface.

a) Region “A” : Column containing one (1) five-faced pris-
matic cell (prism of triangular cross-section) above the
dielectric interface.

b) Region “B” : Column containing one (1) five-faced pris-
matic cell below the dielectric interface.

c) Region “AB” : Column containing two (2) five-faced pris-
matic cells, one above and one below the dielectric inter-
face.

d) Region “O” : Column containing no five-faced prismatic
cells.

It must be mentioned that a single “stair-step” is replaced via
the above procedure by a pair of regions, “A” and “B.” However,
when the curve is very steep, subsequent “stair-steps”
appear in the grid, which are substituted by one region “A,”

regions “AB” and one region “B.” Finally, regions “O” de-
scribe the classical, distorted, hexahedral cells in the absence of
“stair-steps.” Fig. 3 depicts in cross-section view the discretiza-
tion of the interface between two dielectrics by the proposed
method. This distinction, while requiring minor computer re-
sources, greatly simplifies the algorithm.

The update of field components in the grid is performed by
means of the integral form of Maxwell’s equations, i.e., the cir-
culation of the electric (magnetic) field along the circumference
of a primary (dual) grid face is used for the update of the mag-
netic (electric) field normal to that face. As an example, the up-
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Fig. 3. The four distinct regions of the primary grid as they are formed for the
simulation of an arbitrary curve. The dual grid is correspondingly created.

date of located in the barycenter of triangle and of the
along the interface are, respectively, calculated by

(1)

and

(2)

where is the time step, the discretization alongdirection,
and the permittivity and permeability appointed to the up-

dated component, the triangle area, the length of dual
edge , and the projection co-
efficients to be defined below.

C. Projection Coefficients

The general absence of orthogonality between the primary
grid faces/edges and the dual grid edges/faces, due to the local
unstructured nature of distorted cells, imposes the use of a pro-
jection scheme for the connection of the fluxes computed by
Maxwell’s equations to the intensities required for this compu-
tation. The formers are normal to the faces whereas the latter
are aligned with the edges. Supposing that an edge intersects its
dual face by an angle [Fig. 4(a)], then the following expres-
sions relate a flux (connected to the face) to the corresponding
intensity (located along the edge) and define the projection co-
efficients

electric field: (3)

magnetic field: (4)

D. Effective Permittivities at the Dielectric Interface

When dielectric interfaces are simulated, the permittivity
values appointed to the electric field components located along
the interface play a very significant role. Considering the inter-
face of Fig. 4(b), it is only the dielectric constants related to
and along the interface that must be appropriately defined.
Based on the discretization of the integral form of Maxwell’s
equations over finite volumes containing the interface, and
the continuity conditions across it, the following effective
permittivities are derived [9]:

(5)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) Field fluxes and intensities are related to each other through simple
geometrical projection, (b) computation of the effective permittivities along the
dielectric interface.

(6)

where and are the areas of the cell belonging to the ma-
terial with permittivities and , respectively. These values,
which are the outcome of linear weighting in the volume of a
cell, are proved to maintain the second order accuracy of the
FDTD equations.

E. Discussion

Apparently, the proposed technique preserves, in a major
level, the characteristics of the classic FDTD method. Fur-
thermore, it is advantageous over other existing conformal
approaches, since it can feasibly and systematically simulate
three-dimensionally curved dielectric structures, maintaining
simultaneously, the duality of the grid. The avoidance of
any extrapolation schemes, together with the embodying in
the procedure of interpolation and projection ones, assures
algorithmic accuracy and stability, as will be proved by the
numerical results. Finally, the existence of deformed cells only
in a three-cell width area across the modeling curve, limits the
CPU and memory resources required by the new method.

The maximum value of the time step that does not lead to
instability is defined by the von Neumann analysis (similar to
the one of the PGY algorithm [11]) and is given by

(7)
where is the speed of light in the material with minimum
permittivity and , the length of edges sharing a common
vertice.
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TABLE I
RESONANT FREQUENCIES(� 10 ) FOR" = 38. (A � PROPOSEDMETHOD,

B � STAIRCASE FDTD METHOD, C� METHOD [8])

TABLE II
RESONANT FREQUENCIES(� 10 ) FORq = 2. (A� PROPOSEDMETHOD,

B � STAIRCASE FDTD METHOD, C� METHOD [8])

III. N UMERICAL RESULTS

The numerical validation of the proposed methodology is per-
formed by means of various orthogonal, partially filled with
a material of relative permittivity , resonator configurations.
The resonant cavities, of dimensions 0.20.1 0.111 m
which are characterized by a dielectric interface that varies ac-
cording to function [12]

(8)

and being the width and the height of the structure, anda
curvature parameter, are excited by a Gaussian in space and time
distribution. The frequency domain results are extracted from
the implementation of the Fourier transform on the, filtered by
a Blackman–Harris window, time samples.

The results derived by the innovative lattice structure are
compared with those of two staircase FDTD techniques, the
standard and an enhanced one [8].

Specifically, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is tested
for a series of different interface curvatures obtained by varying
parameter , while the filling material remains the same (

). The results are shown in Table I where the fourth resonant
frequency of the cavity for three values of( 1, 2, 3) is
computed. The promising performance of the new scheme is
obvious, since even for very coarse meshes, it is significantly
accurate. Furthermore, no instabilities are observed as the grid
becomes denser despite the large number of time steps that were
used so as to examine the limits of the algorithm.

The proposed technique was, also, tested for various values of
the filling material permittivity, since a higher dielectric discon-
tinuity is more difficult to be accurately modeled. Nevertheless,
as shown in Table II, the new scheme preserves its accuracy,
thanks to the precise geometric representation of the interface
and the use of the effective permittivity scheme along the inter-
face.

Consequently, the overall computational resources needed for
a specific level of accuracy is significantly reduced as proved

TABLE III
COMPARISON OF THECOMPUTATIONAL RESOURCES. CALCULATION OF THE

4th RESONANT FREQUENCY FORq = 3 AND " = 38

by the comparative study of Table III, where the CPU time and
memory requirements of the three methods and the fourth reso-
nant frequency computed by them for various grids, are listed.
This important advantage of the proposed methodology is based
on its ability to obtain remarkable precision while simultane-
ously maintaining in a major level the simple and easy-to-pro-
gram structure of the standard FDTD algorithm.

IV. CONCLUSION

A conformal FDTD technique for the modeling of curved
dielectric interfaces in three dimensions was presented in this
paper. It constitutes a feasible and systematic tool for applica-
tions involving nonorthogonal dielectric structures, thanks to a
successful combination of prism and hexahedral cells. The per-
formance of the scheme was tested via the numerical analysis
of resonant cavities, partially filled with dielectric materials.
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